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Although we were unsuccessful this does no rule out either the
existence of the aura nor the possibility that it could be photographed.
Certainly we did not exhaust all the possibilities. Although I feel that the
slow speed film is the best film for capturing an aura, it is conceivable that
other speeds would be more advantageous. Since we obtained no
evidence even remotely suggestive of an aura on the infra red films it is
probable that the aura does not lie in that range. It is more likely that it
lies within the ultraviolet range. Unfortunately, if this is true, it will make
photographing it more difficult.
On the basis of our results, I and my colleagues feel that further study
of the existence of the aura is warranted. We feel that another attempt to
photograph the aura using different films, different camera settings
and different lighting may produce concrete results. Without hard,
objectively obtained prood, such as with photography, the phenomenon
of the aura will continue to exist as a purely subjective experience, neither
provable nor disprovable.
AUTHOR
Donald Durand is a registered X-ray technician at Kent County Hospital
and a full time student in Education at Providence College.

OUR ELECTRIC FORCE: A KEY
TO PARAPSYCHOLOGICAL PHENOMENA*
Don Wilson
Practically every day the world turns, the human-race witnesses
wonders that are hard to believe let alone understand:
— Remarkable individuals like Uri Geller, psychically bend metals and
move objects with some power of the mind.
— Amazing psychics like Ingo Swann, have startling clairvoyant and
ESP powers along with other abilities that border the unbelievable.
— Other rare individuals like Ted Serios, project photographic pictures
on completely enclosed and protected film by merely willing it to
happen.
♦Portions excerpted from the author’s book with the publisher’s
permission: The Force In Your Life.
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What powers lie hidden in the inner recesses of man and his mind that
can make possible the seeming impossible? Unfortunately for a long time
the scientific world along with the masses have in general been skeptical
about what is frequently labeled “occult bunk”. Now more and more
scientists and scientific research organizations are recognizing the reality
of these unreal happenings and incredible phenomena, trying to
scientifically understand them.
However, if we want answers to these parapsychological mysteries,
perhaps instead of just pushing blindly forward, we should look back at
some theories of the past for clues to the many riddles such as the few
outlined above. One great thinker from the turn of the century was
Webster Edgarly who wrote a score of books on what he called “animal
magnetism”, the “psychic fluid” which was also discussed by such
researchers as Baron von Reichenbach and Anton Mesmer.
Edgarly stated that thought is magnetic and thus electric. Therefore
this force, (as with electricity), has positive and negative sides to it.
Depression, pessimism and nervousness causes a breakdown of the
magnetic vitality, whereas optimism, confidence and purpose cause an
increase in magnetism. To teach modern man about how to uncover the
hidden laws involved in psychic phenomena Edgarly wrote:
All creation is connected by natural and not by supernatural
influences. There is nothing supernatural. Every law that is at work
at the farthest corner of the starry system is at work on earth and
within the range of human life. This proposition is the basis of the
larger system known as the Universal Philosophy. It gives the
solution of all problems. If it were not true there would be no plan,
no unity in the purpose of creation.
A natural law is based upon a process that the human mind is able to
grasp and to understand. Thus gravity is called a natural law,
although it is one of the most mysterious of all the processes at work
in the Universe.
Of course modern scientists are also seeking the hidden laws involved.
One such scientist is John Taylor, physicist of King’s College (London)
who became interested in the metal bending capabilities of Uri Geller.
Like a good scientist with an open mind Professor Taylor began to seek
out legitimate scientific explanations to these phenomena. In his
fascinating book Superminds this distinguished British educator and
physicist-mathematician investigated all the possibilities, systematically
discussing each in turn. Some of his considerations were:
1. a temperature gradient across the metal. If one side is hotter than
the other it will expand and the metal will bend.
2. use of a chemical or even Geller’s perspiration.
3. vibrations caused by an “intentionality field”. Rapid oscillations
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could be responsible for separating the bonds that hold the various atoms
together. “This seems a more plausible mechanism”, he stated.
4. focused starlight.
5. focused electric or magnetic fields (although no evidence to this
field has been detected).
6. interaction with strong or weak nuclear forces.
7. a hypothetical “psi field”.
Taylor finally concludes, however that:
the most satisfactory explanation contemporary science can offer
for the telepathic and metal-bending powers of numbers of people,
including Uri Geller is that it is achieved by an electromagnetic field
of force...The longer wavelength (lower frequency) radiation is
particularly appealing since it would appear to have a dimension
close to that of the earth. Very long waves can travel right around
the earth with little loss of energy.... pg. 37.
It is conceivable that energy could be absorbed by the electrons in
the metal at the natural frequency of their oscillations in the metal.
This is called the plasma frequency, and is usually in the ultraviolet
region of the electromagnetic spectrum.... pg. 131.
The resulting oscillations could then be transferred to the
(distortions in the lattice structure or grain of the metal)...Once
enough dislocations were in close proximity to each other they
would begin to coalesce, initially producing bending, then cracks
and finally fracture.... pg. 132.
To support this hypothesis Taylor noted that every human being is
electric. The life of every living thing is electric. That may be a hard
concept for the masses to grasp and an even harder one to understand,
but there is no question anymore that life in humans as well as plants and
animals is electrical in operation, if not in essence. It can be measured by
voltmeters of the most sensitive type and has been for many decades.
Geller apparently focused the electromagnetic energies that all
individuals generate, but to a remarkable degree. Dr. Taylor maintains
that the basic truth to man’s electrical nature may be the key not only to
an understanding of life and the biological sciences, but also to the
parapsychological understanding of man himself.
Many other scientists have contributed to this mind-shaking “electric”
knowledge. It is impossible to review all, but here are (in capsule form) a
few of these dramatic discoveries that have been laying bare this secret of
life.
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*In the 18th century Dr. Luigi Galvani, professor of anatomy
at Bologna University chanced upon the discovery that life is electric
when he accidentally touched a dissevered frog’s leg to dissimilar
metals that produced a slight charge of mechanical electricity
through it. Galvani noted that the frog’s legs “resumed all activity of
their accustomed motions”. After extensive experiments Galvani
wrote in his notebook: “The electric field ought to be considered
simply as a means designed to excite the nervo-muscular force”.
*In the late 19th century Dr. Webster Edgerly carried out over
100,000 experiments proving that man was electrical and that in fact
the nerve cells were tiny electrical batteries interconnected with the
biggest battery of the human body, the brain, through a complex
network of electrical wires, the nerves.
Dr. Edgerly claimed that every person has a varying electrical
charge, a few high, most low. Those with a high electric charge were
in perfect health and full of vitality or energy. Those with a low
charge were on the verge of illness; those with a high could avoid
disease and illness. (LIFE ELECTRICITY) plus a score of other
writings.)
*Dr. Harold Burr of Yale University Medical School proved
through sensitive voltmeters (much like Edgerly’s) that life was
electrical. Life in general generates an electrical energy field that
surrounds and permeates all living things. The conclusion of a series
of experiments he and colleague Dr. Leonard carried out with a
voltmeter indicated that 95 out of 102 women who showed
significant shifts in their voltage gradient (out of a thousand tested)
proved to have uterine cancer.
♦Medical researchers of the International Kirlian Research
Association have evidence that before the onset of the physical
symptoms of disease (like the flu, for instance) theire is a breakdown
of the electrical field. This appears on Kirlian photos taken 24 hours
before the flu hits, even at a time when the subject feels fine.
Soviet studies appear to back up these findings. Reports coming out of
the Russia indicate that illness is always preceded by definite and
measurable changes in the energy field that surrounds and permeates all
living things. This strikingly parallels American Kirlian findings, as well
as Burr’s and Ravitz’s.
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that the life force within man is electric, and that in fact life in general
generates an energy field that surrounds and permeates all living things.
That it is electric is without question, for it has been measure with
voltmeters of the most sensitive kind.
One of the most dramatic and practical conclusions of Burr’s
revolutionary studies measuring and mapping the electrical “fields of
life, as he called them, was a study in which 50,000 tests were performed
on 500 different people. The conclusion of that study indicated that
everyone’s natural electrical charge varies. Those, it was discovered, who
possessed a high electric charge, felt invariably great~“on top of the
world,” as Burr and Ravitz put it—full of dynamic energy.
Remarkably a full half century before this (and indeed closer to a full
eentury before the present era) Dr. Edgerly maintained the same thing.
He claimed as early as 1876 that if a person could conserve energy
through simple natural techniques in everyday living he would generate a
high electric charge, and would be full of electric vitality. The surprising
thing is that Edgerly discovered that the conservation of body electricity
is to a great extent through nervous habits wasted in daily living. To
accumulate a high electric charge, one can perform simple exrcises such
as maintaining correct posture and by breathing deeply. This generates a
high electric charge that will make anyone feel like they were on “top of
the world”~full of vim, vigor, and vitality.
Even more surprising Dr. Edgerly actually taught his system of
“mastering” this electric life force to many of the prime movers of his day-men like Henry Ward Beecher, Dwight Moody, and Cardinal James
Gibbons, all of whom were great leaders in the religious field. He also
taught this “electrical”system to political leaders, who ranged from
senators like Charles Sumner of historic fame to the great prime minister
of England, William Gladstone.
Nor were actors and actrresses denied the privilege of his secrets. Many
flocked to his private courses of instruction. Perhaps Edgerly’s most
famous pupil was an actor named Edwin Booth, brother of John Wilkes
Booth, notorious assassin of Lincoln. Because of his brother’s dastardly
deed Edwin Booth found himself being booed and hissed, and at times
even pelted off stages. He turned to Dr. Webster Edgerly who helped him
to become of the most magnetic actors of his day, earning for himself the
title “Prince of Players.”
But perhaps his greatest students were Winston Churchill, Teddy and
Franklin Roosevelt and Douglas MacArthur. The last living student of
the great Edgerly, Dr. George Hall of London, England, co-founder with
Dr. Maxwell Maltz of Human Cybernetics, recently told me that he was a
student of Edgerly’s at about the same time that young Churchill and
Franklin Roosevelt were. Unfortunately the world knows little about this
great man who helped to shape the leadership of a former generation of
greats. And his unique and powerful system is long forgotten.
Obviously psychic phenomena and life’s energies are more complex
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Yet another researcher is Harvard’s Dr. Eric Ball who proved back in
the nineteen forties that every peson every moment of living uses enough
body electricity to at least light a 100-watt electric bulb. Dr. Ball’s study
indicates that the human body obrains this energy through a process that
involves the flow of electric current from the living cells. The electrons of
those cells generate a flow of electricity which in all the body cells,
according to Ball, totals about 86 amperes with charges up to 1.7 volts. In
short each of these electric generating components which lie in the nerve
cells are a battery and they are connected “in series”. (“Body Electricity
Would Light A 100-Watt Lamp”, SCIENCE DIGEST, Aug. 1947).
Your body has about 100 billion such nerve cells. Another 12 billion
alone lie between your ears in the remarkable organ--the largest
collective battery in your body-called your brain. Together the nerves of
your body and brain are, in a manner of speaking, a wet-cell bettery,
generating a direct current of about a tenth of a volt. That is about onetwentieth ot one-fortieth as much as the battery of an ordinary flashlight.
Collectively this is enough to carry out the extensive functions of life ,
including the tremendously complex computer-like, creative activities of
the brain, which makes our world go around.
Thus the human is in fact a great battery of electrical energy, a
fantastically complex organism of billions of electrically-operated cells
all linked together like a vast computer into an almost endless number of
combinations that would require a book of hundreds of pages merely to
print the numbers alone!
Remarkably, long before Ball’s study, or others like the great Dr.
Harold Burr at Yale, another researcher Dr. Webster Edgerly was
carrying out experiments proving that man was electrical and that in fact,
“life electricity,” as he called it, was the spark of life. Edgerly predicted in
one of his earlier 19th century writings:
“The day will come when scientists will understand fully the fact
that the ganglionic cells in the human body are storage batteries of
actual electricity that is more closely allied to the mechanical kind
than we now dare assert; for it is discharged and travels along the
nerves which are electrical wires. The central batteries are wellknown in physiology; the nerves are well undestood to be wires; and
the discharge of currents can be measured, as they have been
neasured thousands of times,” (LIFE ELECTRICITY)
All of these “wires” were connected to the greatest battery of all, the
human brain. His remarkably prophetic analysis was to be supported
largely through the work of Dr. Harold Burr, neurophysiologist and
anatomy expert of the Yale University Medical School who worked with
colleagues like Dr. Leonard Ravitz for nearly a half century, they showed
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than electric current that turns on lights , on and runs our car batteries.
However, by realizing that life systems run electricity we safely conclude
that they are therefore subject to its laws. By integrating occult and
related research in electric fields in biological systems many of the secrets
to life become less mysterious.
The Force in Your Life, written by Don Wilson, reexaminess Dr.
Edgerly’s system in light of present day scientific findings. It is available
for $7.95, Universal Press, Box 653-JO, Plymouth, Mich., 48170. If
ordering it directly by mail please include 75c for postage and packaging.

BOOKS RECEIVED
The Super Natural- Robert Clarke, publisher, The Danbury Press,
division of Grolier Enterprises, 1976, editorial consultants Colin Wilson
and Uri Geller. This 21 volume (approx. $ 160) encyclopedia of the occult
is nothing short of magnificent.
There are superb photos
and other visuals which accompany well written articles on virtually
every area of parapsychology and related fields.
Life Concealed and Revealed- Florence Varley , Dorrance and Co.,
Phil., Pa., $5.95. A very personal biography of a bacteriologist’s
excursions into the world of seances, materializations and other bizarre
phenomena (mostly from the 1950’s).
Secrets of the Stones- The story of astro-archaeology, by John Michell,
Penguin Books, N.Y., 1977, $2.95. A very thorough discussion of
Stonehenge and related megalithic structures. Myriad photos, drawings
and schematics relating the positions of these ancient monuments to
astronomical data in this concise work.
Extra Sensory Powers- A century of psychical research - by Alfred
Douglas, Overlook Press, Woodstock, N.Y., 1977, $15.00. One of the
most complete histories of classical parapsychology ever written. A very
important and detailed addition to the field and a must for any occult
library.
Holography in Medicine- Applications in the biomedical sciences - Pal
Grefuss (ed), with an introduction by Dennis Gabor, IPC Science and
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Technology Press, England, 1975, $20.00. Acoustical holography
microscopy, applications of holography to radiology and nuclear
medicine, associative information sorage, etc. A highly technical work
recommended for the hardcore scientist.
Weird America- A guide to places of mystery in the United States - by
Jim Brandon, EP Dutton, N.Y., 1978, $4.95. In the manner of Charles
Fort, this state by state listing locates anything from haunted houses to
UFO flap areas to unusually large crocodiles.
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